Quickmaps and history of the effects of ionospheric scintillations on GPS/GLONASS signals.
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Global and near real time monitoring of the ionospheric scintillations across the perturbations they induce on the GPS/GLONASS signals is one of the activities selected by ESA for the Space Weather Pilot Experiment. For main working tracks will run the investigation for the most relevant identification and intensity estimation of the scintillations. There are: the analyses of the observation losses and cycle slips on both frequencies, the power attenuation and finally the phase fluctuations. The data processing strategy and calibration process will be presented.

The characteristics of the service including the design, the products, the databank will be detailed. They will be linked to the present partners needs and to the future potential users needs. We also draw a distinction between a basic service and an added value service. Present status of the project and future main development steps will be shown.